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The bridge between two worlds!


Introducing CyberDoge

Born from the union of blockchain and Tesla,  is here to spearhead investors 

into the future and be the mascot for crypto payments.


CyberDoge
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W H I T E P A P E R

CyberDoge - $CDoge
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About Us


CyberDoge

CyberDoge

CyberDoge

 is a blockchain based solution and meme token, made to go ahead of 
the curve and celebrate the rumors that Tesla will be accepting $DOGE for their 
cyber truck. Designed and created proactively,  will explode as soon 
as those rumors are confirmed by Elon Musk and will usher in a new era, both in 
crypto and in the adoption of crypto in real life. In addition to that, the fact that 

 is decentralized gives power back to the community and allows for 
investors to have a greater say in how the project develops and is run.


Apart from the token itself, holders will have the option to maximize their profits 
through staking, which will have a generous APR and will also be extended to our 
collectible NFTs. Our team is currently working on producing top quality artwork 
inspired by Tesla as well as several Doge iterations, all of which will be able to 
traded and staked.
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TOKENOMICS

Total Supply $CDoge


Supply Breakdown



20% of the tokens are allocated for pre-sale, 40% is initially 
burned, and 25% was allocated to the V2 Uniswap LP. LP 
tokens were locked for 1 year and will be extended in the future. 
The remaining 15% of the supply is held in a multi-sig wallet, 
reserved for future centralized exchange listings, bridges, and 
to provide tokens for the V3 Uniswap LP. This wallet can be 
easily tracked using the ENS name "CyberDoge ".”

1,000,000
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How to Buy

Create MetaMask wallet



Connect your wallet




Send ETH to your wallet




Swap ETH for $CDoge




STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

STEP4

Create a MetaMask Wallet using either a desktop 
computer or an iOS/Android mobile device. That will 
allow you to buy, sell, send, and receive $CDoge.


Go to Uniswap and connect your wallet by clicking 
‘Connect wallet’ and selecting MetaMask.



You can buy Ethereum (ETH) directly on MetaMask or 
transfer it to your MetaMask Wallet from exchanges 
like Coinbase, Binance, etc.


Press ‘Select a token’ and enter the token contract 
address to find CyberDoge ($CDoge) and start your 
swap from ETH to $CDoge.
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Our RoadMap

 $CDoge Launc

 Website Launc

 Socail Media Presenc

 Smart Contract Deployment

 KYC/Audi

 Pinksale Pool Creatio

 Community Partnership

 1000+ Holders

 T1 CEX Listing

 Memetic Power Unleashe

 $50M+ Daily Volum

 50000+ Holders
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Partners
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Social Media


Being active on our social networks can be a great way to engage with other 

community members from all over the world.



